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Abstract
The objective of this research article is to address the problem of data offloading in Mobile Edge
Computing(MEC). Currently, the Internet of Things (IoT) allowed various type of devices
connected and transmitted data through the core network. The more data traffic will be increasing
the chance congestion occurs, reduce quality of services, and increasing delay for the end user. In
this paper, we first proposed data offloading model, and formulated as an optimization problem.
We then apply non-convex Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) mechanism to
solving the problem. The numerical results have shown that the effectiveness of our scheme in
terms of convergence speed and achieving the optimal solution.
1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of IoT devices with fully

2. NETWORK MODEL

connected to the internet has brought huge pressure

In this section, we consider a system model of data

on the core network [1]. Lots of data transmitted

offloading in MEC. In the Figure 1, there are many

through the core will be made the network

users requested to using the storage services from

congestion and reduced quality of services [2]. A

MEC servers.

number of research has focus more in this
challenging [3], [4], [5]. Each of those study has
some disadvantage and advantage, respectively. One
of the best solution is bring server near the end user
that can improved performance of the core network,
significantly. This solution named as Mobile Edge
Computing that deployed a strong enough server at
BS side. The communication between end users and
cloud server will be temporary replaced by the end
user and MEC servers. With the collaborating from

Figure 1: System model

MEC, Cloud server may reduce a lot of data traffic in

In this model we assuming that each of the end user

the core, also improve its performance, and service

has different amount of data upload to cloud server.

qualities. The MEC is a promising technic on the

The network condition is depending on the base

future internet and the Internet of Things. Because,

station that user associated. Denoted the set of N

the heaviest data and consumed more bandwidth in

users as 
= {1, 2 …, N } . For each user i ∈ N has

the core is media files. Instead of transfer that kind of

an amount of data to be offload is Π i . For example,

data and storage in the Cloud, it can be storage

user UE1 has Π i =3(GB ) data needed to storage in

temporary at the MEC with some period and upload

the Cloud server. That amount can be requested to

to the Cloud at free time.

temporary storage at multiple MECs by fractioning
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of the original UE1’s demand. Let Μ ={m1 ,  , mM }

challenging. Algorithm 1 states the proposal solution

denoted the set of M MECs server.

in detail.
4. EVALUATION

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For each amount of data offloaded to MEC will cost

In this section, we conducted simulation results from

some amount of sensitive define by function fi ( xi )

our proposed Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, we first

where f (•) can be non-decreasing function, linear

randomly generating matrix A. We then used technic

function depend on

xi . Whenever one user

transformation the original problem to an equivalent

association with one BS, it will get an amount of

problem in order to solving in polynomial time and

bandwidth allocation for its channel to transfer the

distributed way. The algorithm will be stop if the

data. In this model, we also consider the transmission

time is greater than predefined time or the objective

cost for each of the amount transfer from the user to

value has converged.

the BS. The cost function determines as h(x) with

In order to solving the optimization problem, we

following

h j ( xij ) = xij / aij

when aij

is positive

introduce a new variable y that associated with x via
constraint x = y, then the original problem become

otherwise infinity. The bandwidth allocation for the

following model:

∑∑ ( f ( x ) + h ( y ) )
N

system defined as the matrix:

minimize :

 a11 ... a1M 


A=  
 ,


a

 N 1  aNM 

x, y

M

i

ij

i

ij

=i 1 =j 1

subject to:

aij is amount of bandwidth allocated for user i of BS

xij= yij , ∀i ∈ N , ∀j ∈ M

(6)

xij ∈ X , ∀i ∈ N , ∀j ∈ M

(7)

Then we redefined the feasible set of this problem as

j. Consequently, we formulated the optimization

X = { x | (1), (2), (3)} ,

problem as follows:

framework we defined the updating for each variable

minimize :
x

M

i =1

j =1

i

ij

i

ij

∑x

ij

≤ Γ j , ∀j ∈ M

of

x k +1 arg min{ f ( x) + λ T ( x − y k ) +
=

x∈

N

subject to :

term

the ADMM

following:

∑∑ ( f ( x ) + h ( x ) )
N

in

N

=

y
arg min{h ( y ) + λ ( x

(1)

k +1

i =1

T

x ∈

k +1

N

− y) +

ρ

2
ρ

|| y k − x ||22 }(8)

|| x

k +1

2

− y ||2 } (9)
2

M

∑x

i, j

=Π i , ∀i ∈ N


λ k +1 =+
λ k ρ ( x k +1 − y k +1 )

(2)

j =1

xij ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N , ∀j ∈ M

(3)

Algorithm

1:

Minimizing

(10)
cost

of

The constraints number (1) and (2) are represented

offloading and transmission(MONT)

quality of service and user requirement that total

1. Initial information for any N, M, and A

amount of data upload to MEC cannot exceed its

2. Randomly choosing x0, y0, and lambda0

capacity, the demand of user should be served,

3. For each time slot t ∈ {1, 2, …, T }

respectively. The last constraint (3) is guarantee the
amount

of

data

offload

nonnegative.

data

a. Calculating (8), (9), (10)

The

4. Return results.

optimization problem is non-convex non-smooth

In simulation, we analyze the algorithm by Julia

problem cannot be solving in polynomial time. We

language, convex.jl package, and had shown the

proposed a non-convex ADMM to solve this
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numerical results.

We have used three different
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Figure 2: Comparison with Centralized, greedy, and ALM method.

In the Figure 2, the simulation result shown that the
proposed algorithm has achieved optimal solution
and outperform the other method except centralized.
But the performance is better than the centralized
algorithm is computational time and resources.

Figure 3: Convergences of ADMM

In the Figure 3, we have shown the time get to
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